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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

('

We shaLL speak primariLy about ships. However, most resuLts

or at Least methods appLy as weLL to other technicaL bodies

moving in water or at its surface. Such bodies are submarines,

torpedoes, paravanes, pLaning vesseLs, hydrofoiLs etc. One

difficuL~y in promoting and appLying scientific methods in our

fieLd sterns from the fact that shipbuiLding is one of the oL-

dest trades. The most important theorem in ship theory - Archi-

medes' Law - has been found more than two thousand years ago,

but ten thousands of years before ships have been successfuLLy

buiLt without any theoreticaL knowLedge. From our present point

of view this compares unfavourabLy with conditions in the fieLds

of aircraft, eLectricaL engineering, and chemistry which are

.essentiaLLy products of modern research, whiLe ship theory re-

presents the appLication of science to a cLassicaL fieLd of

technicaL work. We shaLL, however, try to show that the number

of technicaL scientific probLems in this fieLd is Large, that

they are important from the point of view of practice, fruitfuL

and many of them astonishingLy difficuLt, even more difficuLt

than in the sister science of aerodynamics, essentiaLLy due to

the presence of the free water surface and to the eompLicated

shape of the ship.

A surfey can be made from two principLes (Leaving aside the !
I

historicaL approach):

I. We may start in a generaL way from rationaL mechanica,

espesiaLLy hydromechanics and theory of eLasticity,and try to

seLect probLems pertaining to the ship.

11. We may state the generaL properties which constitute a

ship from the point of view of rationaL mechanics, formuLate

the corresponding scientific probLems and show what has been

done and shouLd be done to soLce them.

Obv~ousLy the Latter procedure appeaLs to the scientific engineer;

it is more direct and evident and we shaLL foLLow it here.

IncidentaLLy, it can, however, narrow the out Look and Lead

to repetitions. That is by no means detrimentaL from the
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present point of view since it indicates the need for inte-

gration of the fieL'd of research as aimed at by the project

"Ship hydrodynamics" at this University.

The concept ship theory is used in two senses:

11 a broader one embracin~ the appLication of aLL parts of

rationaL mechanics to technicaL ship probLems. 2) More com-

monLy, however, a narrower definition is accepted foLlowing

which to ship theory beLong those probLems onLy in which the

ship can be considered as a rigid body.

The second definition has its merits amd weak spots.The

~impLified mechanicaL modeL of a rigid body is usefuL in

severaL respectsj in many cases extraneous forces acting

on the ship can be caLcuLatw6 with reasonabLe accuracy foL-

Lowing this sch~me which means that matters of strength and

eLasticity are excLuded from ship theory and are considered

as an independent and equaLly important branch of ship science.

We shaLL use here this narrower concept becauäe it aLLows us

to concentrate primariLy on hydrodynamics. It is obvious,

however, that the separat*~n made faiLs not onLy in principLe,

but aLso in practice; e. g. the theory of ship vibrations

does not fit the artificiaL schmme at aLL.

A strong impetus towards deveLoping ship the~ry resuLts

from the present trend to increase the ship speed ,especiaLLy

the sustained speed in a seawayj obviousLy the simpLe static

and hydrostatic concepts on which a Large part of ship theory

rested earLier are crumbLing under this impact.

Of the .three methods of research, theory, modeL-testing,and

fuLLscaLe investigaiions in the present brief revi~w emphasis

wiLL be Laid on the first one;but fuLL credit wiLL be given

to modeL experimenting which almost for a century bjLL today

has represented a characteristic feature of our discipLine.

It has been pointed out by von Karman that technicaL hydro-

mechanics and other simiLar brabches have deveLoped roughLy

by the foLLowing pattern:

1. Approach by empiry and arbitrary ad hoc hypotheses.Therefrom

results the use of formuLas with" variabLe constants" of

which the AdmiraLty forrnuLas are famous exampLes.

2. The appLication of Laws of simiLitude ( modeL test1ng)j

in 3. The creation of consistant theories.
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ProbLems of marine engineering expect those connected with

propussion remain outside of the present taLk; rather we shall

suppose that marine engineers are abLe to supply us with any-

thing we want from them. It m~st be acknowledged, however, that

when technical progress in the ship business is discussed,

generally, the Lio~s share goes to marine engineering.

There are two branches of appLied hydrodynamics from which

ship theory has learned a Lot: Aerodynamics and hydrauLics.

The importance of aerodynamics for our problems is well known,

Less welL known is that hydrauLic engineers have contributed

valuable ideas and information in the fieLds of wave motions,

shaLLow water effect, wave refLexion, etc.

The main properties which constitute a ship from the point

of view of ship theory can be summerized approximativeLy as

folLows:

I. Buoyancy and Lift

referring to voLume,

und~r t»i_ heading..

II. Transverse and LongitudinaL static stabiLity.

III. Resistance

}
as parts of the powering problems.

IV. Propulsion

V. ManeuverabiLity.

VI. Seaworthiness.

VII. Vibrations.

or more generally water support. Problems

space, deck space, etc. can be subsumed

We leave out by definition the large field of strength.

I. Buoyancy:

"Archimedes' Law reduces the buoyancy probLem to simpLe geo-

metricaL calcuLations. Certainly there is no need to dwelL

upon these matters. We may mention an interesting sideLine of

~nvestigation- the representation of the hull fDrm by aLgebraic

expressions. There are some immediate practicaL reasons for

~tudies in this direction, Like a possibLe reduction of work on

the mold loft; more important, however, is the desire to fix
properLy
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a ship shape and to perform variations of shape in a syste-

maticaL way. D. W. TayLor was quite successfuL in start~

this taskj however, his work has been forgotten for a Long t

ttmae.~t present more advanced attempts in this direction are

being made with the purpose to simpLify and to systematize

various important caLcuLations Like wave resistance, beha€

vior in a seaway, etc.

Buoyancy does not, however, cover the whoLe story in this

fieLd. At present, we define a ship ( or e boat) as a vehic-

Le the weight of which is supported mainLy by the act~mn of

water. This incLudes hydrodynamic forces besiqe the hyd~aulic

buoyant forces.

From the «haracter of the supporting force we derive imme-

diateLy a fundamentaL cLassification of ships:

CLass 1- Displacement on Archimedean vesseLs (normaL ships).

Group I -0/- Surface ship

1-2- 3ubmerged bodies ( e. g. sUbmarines).

CLass 11- Hydrodynamic vesseLs.

Group 11-1 pLaning vesseLsj the Lift is created at the

surface.

It is a craft sui generis.

Group II-2vesseLs with dynamic Lift created simariLy by

immersed devices.

VesseLs of CLass 11 are obviousLy products of the rush for

high speed. There are, of course, transitions and cross breds

between the mentioned cLasses and grIDups which become increa-

singLy more interesting.

BecaQse of its overwheLming prägticaL importance we shaLL

speak almost onLy about displacement vesseLs, CLass I, but to ap

appraise properLy the sum of research work needed one must con-

sider the CLass 11 on equaL terms.

11. StabiLity:

The use of the concept stabiLity in NavaL Archotecture presentl

a probLem in itseLf. Fiest it it appLied in the proper sense to

describe an eq~lLibrium condition, secondLi ona denotes by
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"stabiLity" righting moments caLcuLated for finite angLes

og heeL and trim. Generally one ~eBmt~8ts oneseLf to an

approach based on hydrostatics, that is again to eLementary

geometricacomputations. Even here appreciabLe errors are commit~ec

ted and quite a bit remaims to be done to estabLish generaL

dependencies of these "stabiLity curves" upon the ship form.

But the probLem ceases immediateLy to be triviaL when cond~-

tions underway or, what is stiLL more troubLesome, in a sea-

way must be considered. WhiLe the infLuence of the speed of

advance on traverse "stabiLity" has been.checked experimentaL-

Ly and is of no great moment with normaL ships, onLy rough

estimates have been made of the shape of the stabiLity curve

in a seaway. ActuaLLy the covrect pressure distribution a-

round the ship must be known. We return to this probLem Later undE

under the heading sea"Y0rthiness.

It is weLL known that an upper Limit of "stabiLity" is to

be observed with respect to the ships behavior ih a seaway,

which to fix requires considerabLe skiLL pending further thev-

reticaL information5

111. Resistance (Powering, Part I ):

Perhaps the greatest efforts are being invested today in soLv

soLving two basic probLe~s of powering. 1.) The determination

of huLLs and propeLLers which guarantee a required performance

(prescribed displacement and speed) with the minimum power

2.) 2nd the prediction of the amount of the power needed.

At present the pertinent investigations refer mainLy to

caLm water conditions; however, an increasing amount of re-

search is devoted to seaway performance which we shall men-

tion Later. The present work reLies heavily upon model tests

and fulL sceLe triaLs; the Latter constitute an important

prerequisite in power prediction especiaLLy because of the

Lack of sufficient knowLedge of the actuaL ship roughness

and its infLuence on the ship performance.
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For simpLicit~ we spLit the powering probLem into that of

resistance and propulsion aLthough this approach is abviousLy,

artificiaL. In addition, experimentaL means (seLfpropeLLed mo-

deLs) are used for a Long time to attack the probLem-directLy.

I

I

I

I

There are essenticaLLy four sources of energy dissipation for

a body moving at the surface: waves, sprays, vortives, and

viscosity; to them, cLearLy correspond four resistance effects

which are caLLed resistance 'components' Rw '
R , R., Rands 1 v

for simpLicity are Listed as independent and therefore addi-

tive.

Wave reslstance

Rs Spray resistance

,

I

,

I

I

R.
1

Induced resistance

Viscous resistance

R. R R
1 . V V

The investigation of the interaction of these four effects

is a serious scientific probLem of practicaL importance which

so far has evaded soLution. For the time being we put

Rt= R + R necLecting the spray and induced resistance.w v

From the point of view of hydrodynamics the simpLest prob-

Lems are those connected with spray and wave generation since

in princip~e they can be deaLt with by the ideaL fLuid con-

cept. However, the actuaL approach in NavaL Architecture has
-." .

dev~Loped on.opposite Lines. The famous Froude modeL method

wgich reLies upon Froude's'Law of simiLitude is based on the
. .

idea that the main part of the viscous drag R , the so-caLLed
v

frictionaL resistance of the 'equivaLent' fLat pLate Rfo' can

be easiLy determined.
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We define Rt - Rfo = Rr as rest or residual resistance

and for the model state covrespondingly: R't - R'fo= R'r

Although this method has worked rather niceLy, in the

lonf run it threatens to hamper progress seriously.

The residual resistance concept is a conglomerate of he-

terogenous physicaL effects. Neglecting interference we

write:

R = R + R ~ Rr w vp f form

I
I
I ,--
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I

~p qeing the viscous

foLLowing W. Froude's

the bodies tangentiaL

vaLent plate.

pressure resistance ( eddy resistance

terminoLogy) , Rf f the excess oform
resistance Rf over that of the equi-

Froude's scaLing appLies, cLearly, to the terms R +R =onLy.w s

Still more objectionable is the fact that the dependency

of Rw and Rvp upon the ship form foLlow quite different

Lawa.

Attempts are being made to repLace Froude's method by some-

thing better, e. g. to use the relation R = R t - R .w v
For determining R doubLe models can be used or the'v

Momentum method proposed by Tu~in. A high accuracy is needed

in predicting the magnitude of the frictional and more gene-

ralLy viscous resistance of the ship. It is well known that

for most types of ships the frictionaL resistance is the lar-

gest resistance component because of the low dimensionBlss

speed parameter F ( Froude number) at which these vesseLs ae

are operated. It is less known that the same appLies to &hips
( boats) running at very high Froud num~ers..Thus ~~ ~Tp~

idn§iE~~c~~aaL resistance increase represents a barrier for

reacning extremeLy high speeds. Beside the orthodox ways of

-
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reducing friction ( hydrauLic smoothness, minimum wet sur-

face) obviousLy Limited in scope there are two ideas which

may be promising aLthou~h they sound desperate when appLied

to normaL surface ships, i. e.:

1. To keep the boundary Layer Laminar.

2. To introduce air into the boundary Layer or

or tQ to create an air ~nthioning at the bottom.

I

I

r

Both ideas are in the state of tentative expLoration as

far as ship modeL work is concerned;, it is sufficient to state

that both ideas present probLems of considerabLe scientific

interest.

Returning to orthodox matters, the determination of turbm-

Lent friction Line for a smooth fLat pLate as a function of

ReynoLds number, it shouLd be remembered that this probLem

is at best being treated on a semiempifieaL LegeL. A tendency

stiLL exists that each weLL renowned tank shouLa produce a

frictionaL coefficient curve of its own . Much more experimen-

taL evidence is needed to settLe the probLem in a satisfactor~

way.

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

So far fhemprobLem of the viscous pressure resistance of

ship forms has not received the proper considerations. RThe re

reasons herefore are the extreme difficuLties presented by

theory and the tediousness of experimenting, i. e. , essenti-

aLLy performing pressute measurements. IT is therefore naturaL

t<bshift to bodies of re.voLution as a.first approximation to

ship forms. For such forms usefuL caLcuLations have been made

by Young and suacessors. A promising if rather expensive method

of experimentaL research consists in testing doubLe (mirrored)

modeLs. FinaLLv we expect progress from an appLication of the

momentum method proposed by M. TuLin. ALthough the sum

Rvp+ Rf form is not Large with reseonabLe ship formst fhere i8

adefinite need to estabLish Limits outside of which the in~
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I

I
r~
I
I

I

I

crease in R can be important.vp

Let us now make some short remarks on wave resistance

around which modeL research in the resistance fieLd centered

for almost a centur~. With the Larger number of ships it is

not so much the absoLute magnitude of this wave resistance Rw
whjch make research in this fieLd so decisive than rather

the compLicated variabiLity of R with changes in the shipw
form and the speed (the Froude number). Because of the

sensitivity of R to these changes it proves to be almostw
hopeLess to estabLish functionaL reLations by experimenting

aLone even if it were done in a more systematic way than at

present; especiaLLy since Rw is generally identified with Rr
and has to be derived as a difference of two numbers Rt-Rfo
which frequentLy are numericaLLy not too distant from each

other.ln addition, it is weLL known that Laminar fLow con-

ditions on modeLs have seriousLy impaired the vaLue of many

experiments mainLy with. fuLL sLow cargo ship forms. For these

reasons even prakticaL peopLe recognize now the importance

of appLying hydrodynamic theory in this fieLd - a procedure

which was earLier considered as a kind of hobby for minds

with mathematicaL incLinations.

j

I

I 1) For surface ships we have to base our work stiLL to-

day essentiallyon MicheLL's formuLa pubLished 1~98. The Limi-

tations of assumptions underLying MicheLL's theory are rather

severe (a) thin ship b) fixed position c) ideaL fLuid).

One of the basic hydrodynamic tooLs if by no means the

onLy one in our fieLd of research is the source and sink

doublet concept which for us is as important as the vortex

concept for aerodynamicists. RecentLy Inui has generaLized

the weLL known method of generating bodies of revolution to

some simpLe three-dimensional cases.

Forces and moments experienced by shipLike bodies de-

rived from sources and sinks are caLcuLated by the so-caLled

LagaLLy theorem the counterpart of the famous Kutta-Joukovsky

~..
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I
I
I

theorem X= - QU with Q th~ output of the source.

An important generalisation for non steady motion has'

recently been given by Cummins which may enable us to 'solve

with resonabLe approximation manyyimportant problems in the

fieLd of resistance and seaworthiness of ships.

2) For the wave .resistance of submerged boies the fundamenR

tal soLution have been given by HaveLock using again the source

and sink concept.

3) Further soLutions are avaiLabLe for pLaning problems

which originaLLy were treated by two different methods: The th

theory of pressure distributions appLied to the free surface

b) and an airfoiL analogy. RecentLy combining Lamb's and H-

H. Wagner's work Maruo has soLved the pertinent p~uhdaDY problem'

of planing.

4) We mention finaLLy theoreticac work on hydrofoiLs moving
c Lose to the surface. Sti LL a Lot remains 'to be do'ne in this

field.

Continuously attempts are being made to improve Michell's formuta.

5) SimiLar soLutions are available for the shalLow water case and

6) for motions in a rectangular channeL primariLy due to Russian

authors.

I ,.-

The Latter enables us to work out tank corrections for modeL work

simiLar to those used in wind tunneL research with the additionaL

compLication, however, that the resuLts depend decisevely upon

Froude's number.

Let us have one additional glance on the general character of a

wave resistance curve for a surface ship, caLcuLated under the

assumption that the bodiLy sinkage and trim can be negLected.

Beside the osciLLatory character of this curve R we state, that
w

its absoLute magnitude (not referred to v2) reaches a very flat

maximum at a high Froude number.in the vicini~y of 1,5 or 2, say,

and that R -" 0 when F (lJthough very s lowly. The steep rise ofw
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the wave resistance curve which begins sömewhat above a Froude

number of 0.35 can,be only slightly shifted by changes of the

ship form. Thus for most commercial vessels a speed barrier 1s

given by the wave resistance even before the frictionaL effects

become prohibitive.

Propulsion and interaction between propelLer and ship.

ComparabLe to the treatment of the ship huLl it is a standard

procedure to investigate first the "free ruuning" propeLLer.

By far the most effects are concentrated on p!oblems pre-

sented by the screw propeLLer. ALthough the vortex line theory

borrowed from aerodynamics has been rather thoroughLy deveLoped,

its appLication meets difficulties when applied to propellers

with broad bLades.

OnLy recentLy solutions have been obtained which cover

reasonably weLL aLL practicaL needs.

I
I

I

ObviousLy the app~opriate modeL for a broad bLaded pro-

peLLer i8 a vortex sheet. Rather tedious computations have been

made using this concept but for some time controverses were

aLive with respect to results obtained.Fortunately it appears

at present that Weissinger's improved wing theory wiLL over-

come aLL essentiaL difficulties and yieLd satisfactory vaLu~

for the important effect of flow curvature without too much dif-

ficulties. ~
L

It were a thrilling task to show by reviewing the history

of the matter as to how attempts to improve the theory led astray,

This applies especially to the Lattice effect.

In the experimental fieLd the method of testing propeLler

model series based on geometricaL form variation has been suc-

cessfuLLy appLied. As in th case of ship form the systematicaL

spirit of D.W..TayLor gave most valuable impuLses in this direc-

tion. In the case of the propelLer they were accepted and pro-

perLy deveLoped by his followers whiLe for huLl forms they were
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for a Long time forgotten. Thus, fortunateLy, propeLLer modeL

data pubLished over this century do not present such a dread~L

chaos as ship resistance data aLthough negLecting fLow con-

ditions around modeL bLades (e. g. the~nfLuence of the Rey-

noLd's number) Led here aLso to considera~Le errOFS.

The probLem of cavitation which was aLready known to Eu-

Ler has been considered as one of the utmost importance

since the end of the Last century. Notwithstanding the fact

that the main effect is cLearLy understood some phenomena

connected with i$ require stiLL a Lot of investigation.

The screw propeLLer is a simpLe and in most aases efficient

de~ice. Therefore most attempts to impro~e its action by ad~i

ditionaL devices were doomed to faiLure except for the nozzLe

-which proves to be a very usefuL invention for heaviLy Loaded

propeLLers. A consistant theory of the Kort nozzLe has recent-

Ly been deveLoped by Dickmann and Weissinger.

ObviousLy, the interaction of the working prp~eLLer with

the ship huLL is a mo~t important probLem. RecehtLy, I had

the opportunity to discuss working conditions of fans with

competent peopLe of th~voith pLan in Germany which operates a

beautifuL research institute. These gentLemen were upset by

the fact that the efficiency of nice fans may drop in a distu

disturbing way when put into a bad casing - a fact with which

our coLLeggass in hydrauLic engineering are certainLy much.mo

mmueef~mmiimnrtfuannm~yeeff!Lthough conditions wit~ships are L

Lessssevere the anaLogy is ~o the point.

It is weLL known that one of the decisive steps in science

consists in deveLoping usefuL basiägconcepts. In this respect

we are most indebted to the oLder navaL architects Like R. E.

Froude for working out the concepts wake and thrust deduction

( or resistance augmentation) commonLy expressed as dimension-

~ess ra~ios w andtt~

w = u wake

u ship
t= T R

"
T

with u velocity and t thrust

While the physicaL facts behin d the wake were under-
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WhiLe the physicaL facts behind the wake were understood

earLier (aLthough the formuLation of its 'components'

w=w t+wf ' t '
+ w is not too oLd) the thrust deductionpo rlC lon waves

remained a kind of a mythe

Notwithstanding usefuL experimentaL research tiLL the end

of the thirties Dickmann made the probLem avaiLabLe to theore-

ticaL treatment, - in aseries of briLLiant papers he expLained

the main effects by an interaction between sinks picturing a

propeLLer and sinks representing the afterbodY7using LagaLLy's

theorem. ProbabLy because of the war this work has not obtained

the appropriate response. The whoLe probLem has been cLarified

by hirn to a Large extent aLthough further work is needed to ob-

tain quantitive data. The onLy continuation of Dickmann's in-

vestigations are due to Japanese writers and arecent project

sponsored by TMB.

Studies of the combination propeLLer-ship and rudder

are Lacking9

MANEUVERABILITY

This property aLthough certainLy basic has been considered

as Less decisive than those of powering and seaworthiness as

Long as the deveLopment of surface ships aLone was at stake.

The aspect became different when the behavior of other bod~es

moving in water had to be investigated. In fact over the con-

ti#ous struggLe to reduce resistance the existence of other

forces and movements exerted by the water in moving bodies has

been negLected for a Long time. The concept of maneuverabiLity

has to be subsumed to the wider probLem of body mechanics. FDom

this point of view, par exampLe, the motions of ships in a sea-

way may be treated as apart of generaL ship mechanics aLso.

At the present state o~knowLedge, it pays to Look for

broad formuLations. The Latter are more than a kind of high-

brow attitude. By appLying in appropriate manner generaL theorems
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of mechanics and hydrodynamics one is abLe to cLose many

gaps in the study of ship behavior which astonishingLy so far

have been Left open.

We can, therefore, distinguish roughLy two epochs in the

deveLopment of ship maneuver~ng_theory: the first one whiLe

we were primariLy concerned with the action of the rudder

and more groping than thinkin~ about the resuLting ship motion

the second when the pr~bkem was put on a more soLid ground

by adopting 60ncepts and methods of investigation deveLoped

in aerodynamics. The serious work inve~ted into the study

of airships performance proved to be of speciaL vaLue for work

on ships and other fLoating bodies.

Thus we borrowed the concept directionaL stabiLity which

though knbwn in navaL architecture remained somewhat ind~fi-

nite and methods of determining it.

Nhen trying to caLcuLate motions resuLting from rudder

action, we had to merge deeper into hydrodynamics. The first

step in this direction resuLteJ in a revivaL of the cLassic

theory of a body moving in an ideaL fLuid deveLoped by Kirch-

hoff and KeLvin. EarLier the presentation of this subject in

Lamb's hydrodynamics was considered as a kind of mentaL exer-

eise without any technicaL vaLue. The newest step consists in

_, the appLication of the circuLation theory to Low aspec~rapi

tio foiLs which had been sLightLy negLected in aerodynamics.

In determintng hydrodynamic fore es experienced by bodies os-

ciLlators and rotating arms proved to 'qe'vaLuabLe.

NhiLe earLier zig-zagging experiments on modeLs and ships

seemed to furnish an appropriate Pjroach for determing man eu-

verin~properties it appeaF~ at present that such tests b~sed
I

on rather arbitrary reasoning shouLd be discarded in favour

of more oons1st~nt procedures at Least in the modeL range.
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SEAWORTHINESS

r

The scientific treatment of this ampLe and important fieLd

has onLy recentLy been revived after a per~od of stagnation.

The concept 'seaworthiness' embraces a Lo~ of practicaL and

scientific matters. We shaLL restrict ourseLfs to the probLem

of thebbehavior of a ship as a rigid body in a seaway. However,

some considerations wiLL be gi~en to the study of extranaOReus

forces which determine the strength of ships and to the Limits

of appLicabiLity of the rig~d body concept.The probLem of spe

s~~eadperformance in a seaway wiLL be onLy shortLy deaLt with.

ObviousLy the present subject is cLoseLy'connected with ocean?-o

graphy. Itiis profiting from the recent progress made in the

Latter discXipLine.

It is a pLeasant duty to acknowLedge that vaLuabLe contri-

butions to our subject are currentLy made at this University.

fhey embrace the fundamentaL questions of irreguLar and reguL-

Lar seaway, of motions of ships therein and of the infLuence

of waves on civiL engineering structures the study of which h

hhasan important bearing on NavaL Architecture. It is further

extremeöy fortunate that both theoretic8L and experimentaL

work in this fieLd is being done at BerkeLey. The high LeveL

of knowLedge reached here enabLes me to compress my exposition.

From a practicaL point there are two aspects of the subj-

ject-safety and seakindLiness.Both present a L~t o~ probLems

of the utmost importance: e. g. the deveLopment of appropriate

ship forms with respect to motions, resistance and strength,

the assignment of freeboard and the determination of suitabLe

stabiLity.

ALthough it must be admitted that present scientific tooLs

are not yet strong enough to cope with some urgent practicaL
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questions it shouLd be emphasized that much more couUh

be done aLready in appLying resuLts so far pbtained to

practicaL needs.

Let us mention, for exampLe, the probLe~ of capsizing v
because of resonance ~ffects. OnLy Later it was reaLized

that it is not permissibLe to Linearize the equation of roLL

when Large angLes occur. The formaLism of non Linear equations

was aaopted.However, to my knowLedge no comprehensiie studies

were so far made in this fieLd which Lead tö quantitive re-

suLts with respect to maximum angLesof roLL reached for defi..

nite seaway conditions and for given forms of the stabiLity

curve menzioned before. The somewhat hypotheticaL vaLue of ,

the Latter derived from staticaL consideration has been empha-

sized earLier.

ihe essentiaL prerequisite for deaLing with seaworthiness

is the knowLedge of seaway. For a Long time ship theory used

the reguLar seaway concept onLy. It is, hbwi~&B~y, a rath~r a
. .

artificiaL hypothesis; but in my opinion one shouLd press it

as hard as possibLe tiLL aLL pertinent concLusions have been

derived. The phiLosophy behind th~s postuLate is that the state
.. .

of synchronism in a reguLar seaway constitute probabLy the

saverest cond{tion to be met. CertainLy, the reguLar w~ve

assumption faiLs when we are interested in the average per-

formance of a ship in an actuaL seaway. Proposals have been',m

made to substitute in su~h investigations hypothetic reguLar
, ,

seaways for the actu~L on~s butthey are void of any serious

background.

OnLy more recentLy attempts are being made to cope in a

rationaL way with the irregu~ar waves, 'derive characteristic

parameters and appLy resuLts to ship motions.

EssentiaLLy aLL informations abpmt the forces experienced

by a ship in a seaway can be obtained when the var~ationof

the p~sute distribution around the huLL is known.-The deter-

mination of these pressures is an awkward precedure, therefore

('
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one tries to avoid it by using ~ore summary concepts. But the

there is a definite trend mowadays to deal as far as possibLe

with pressures.

The problem offmotions of a ship in a seaway can

be formulated as a boundary problem. Although the solution

of it is extremely difficult, it is not useLess to state

the task in such a general form; in fact a speciaL casd has b

been splendidly treated by F'. John. However, at present we sh

shall consider a simplified approach, which consists in the d

discussion of equations of motion; in the simpl~ot oase they

are Linear of the type for heaving and similar roLLing and

pitching.

Mt z + Nz + cz = f(t) = f . sinQ.t
z 0

Here the apparent (virtuaL) mass M'z'

(27 the damping N

(3) the restoring coefficient c

(4) and the exciting force f(t) must be determined from
a .

dynamic considertions . We derive therefrom the naturaL

riod, dimensionLess dampimg, and the whole motion. .

hydro-

pe-

( 17 '1'

(1) The added mass concept ( M' ') has become rather im-

portant in ship theory. We assume as weLL known that for a

body moving in an unbound liquid M' is a function of the body

shape and the density of liquid onLy. Denoting the body volume

by

K = M'
I

(

is the so calLed added mass coefficient the magnitude of

which varies with the direction of motion. ResuLts for sphe~o

roids can be found e. g. in Lamb's Hydrodynamics. For the two
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For the twodimensional case added masses and moments of inertia

for a wide class of contours (cylinders) have been determined;

we mention expecially the work of F. Lewis, L. Taylor, K.Wendel.

For bodies moving at or close to a free surface the added

mass becomes in addition a function of some fLow parameters. In

fact, the mere definition of the added mass causes difficul-

ties. In our case we were primarily interested in osciLLationsy

the appropriate parameter for forced osciLLations e.g. of the

type mentioned above is a dimensionLess frequency parameter

(kind of Froude number)

= g'ff

r where a is a characteristic lengfuh (beam of the ship), draft,

etc.). The dependency of the hydrodynamic inertia coefficients

(added mass coefficients) K K K, K K Kupon the fre-x y z xx yy zz
quency has onLy recentLy been soLved for the two-dimensional

case, but soLutions for the three-dimensional case wiLL be

soon avaiLabLe. In a seaway further dependencies arise upon

the wave characteristics.

.

2) The linearisation of the damping term is a rather crude

procedure. It may lead to failure when Large ampLitudes of

motions occurs e. g. in the case of roLL; however, in the

case of pitch and heave this simpLification is not so object-

ionable since here the overwheLming part of the damping is

due to wave generation, for which the linear theory is a good

working hypothesis. The damping of heave and pitch is strong;

defining a dimensionless coefficient

In

(Y

}c - )(is of the order of 0.4-0.5:=
11 N 'cI i

is the logarithmic decrement referred to the total period.

fact, depends upon the frequency parameter FQ speed

the ship, etc.

where A

of
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(3) So far the restoring force cz has been determined

from pur~Ly hydrostatic condiderations. We mentioned aLready

that the Linearisation may become objectionabLe when deaLing

with roLL. NegLecting this case for the moment we have to sta

state that in generaL the "spring constant" c mu~t depend up

upon hydrodynamic effects due to the speed of advance, the

seaway formation and the ship osciLLations, i~ e. the actuaL

pressure distribution. Not too much ~s known aboRt these ef~e

fects except that moderate speeds do not seem to effect very

seriously this "constant". But.definitely.serious attenpts mu

must be made to determine the actual pressure conditions arou

around the ship in the case of roll.

(4) Finally, the calcuLation of the exciting forces and,mo-

ments so far rested on the Froude - Krylov hypotheis, foLlowing

which the pressure distribution in a wave is.not altered by t

the presence of a ship. In a first approximation the pressures

can be conaidered as hydrostatic~ when the infLuence of the w

wave structure on the pressure is considered the deviations f

from the hydrostatic assumptions and its effects are denoted

by Smith effect. The obviousLy incon~istent Froude~Krylow

hypothesis gives nonetheLess a reasonabLe picture of forces e

exerted on the ship in Long waves when the speed of advance is

moderate.

DeaLing with reguLar waves the most important parameter

is the raIDge~ twaveineagtfuhe~~F mhtponengtB.pWIDphtmimhalrange

of the Linear theory motions are proportionaL to the wave hight

or steepness.

Numerous attempts are being made at present to consider th e

the inf~uence of hydrodynamic effects on the generalizea ex-

citing forces, So far resuLts have been mh~ained for whoLLy s

submerged bodies moving on a straight horizontaL path by Have-

Lock for the spheroid anq Cumminsffor a rather general class

of bodies of revoLutio~enerated by a Line-doublet distribution.

It is to be expected that Cummins method wilL yieLs many usef

fuL informations in the future. Amongst other things a periodic

verticaL force arises which for very high Froude numbers varies

almost proportionalLy to the latter.

Further, the wave reflexion causee by
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almost propo~tionaLLy to the Latter.

Futther, the wave refLexion caused by the presence of a su

surface ship has been studied; unfortunateLy the probLem appe

appears to be rather difficuLt whin the ship is advancing.

fhe determination of motions within the Linear rOja

range is a matter of routine; in a reguLar seaway forced os~i

ciLLations are the most interesting subject. Pitching

and heaving ampLitudes Z may be expressed in the form:

\

(

-
where the~ are the resonance fantor ; r and ~ f~hetwa~s fire@~t

pBrldsDmpapampLitude respectiveLy, Z and ~functions dependent

upon the ship form and the ratio"- .

From a scientific (method LogicaL viewpoint, one of the mo

most.important contributions in this fieLd is a paper by Stok

Stoker and Peters in shich the behavior of a wedge Like ahip

(MicheLL ship) has been treated. ~he resuLts of.the first app

approximation so far obtained cannBmtyyet be appLied to ac-

tuaL ships; the onLy sLi~ht objection.against this fine piece

of work consists in the fact that the authors did not state t

this ~tfficuLty expLici~Ly.

A thriLLing subject is the sta~iLization of mo~reons in

a seaway. FoLLowing practicaL needs two principLes can be dis

distinguished: Reduction of absoLute motiohs and adaptation 0

of the sbip to the wave surface. So far onLy roLL stabiLisa-

tion has been actuaLLy deveLoped because of the smaLLness of

huLL damping in this case which may Lead to a Large magnifi-

cation factor and thus to berge angLes of roLLcLose to syn-

chronism, and reLativeLy smaLL exciting torques which are

easier to handLe. Fins and tanks are promising devices. Howev

ever, in principLe fins can be used for a reduction of pit-

ching,too, though the forces invoLved become tremendous.
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For the determination of resistance increase experienced

by a ship moving in a seaway one re Lies so far on modeL ex-

periments; especiaLLy seLf-prope~Led tests are appropriate.

In the case of surface ships the caLcuLation of the additionaL

resistance due to waves encounters serious difficuLties; as

a first step one restricts oneseLf to the investigation of a

ship performing forced osciLLations in caLm water. Even here

different answers are found foLLowing different assumptions

made. Reference is made to papers by HaveLock, Brard and es-

peciaLLy by Japnnese writers.

Reviewing the ampLe fieLd we may concLude that our at-

tempts to deaL with seaworthiness so far have a rather ten-

tative character and that much important and fruitfuL work

remains to be done. In fact, seaworthiness is at present

the most thriLLing subject for the hydrodynamicist, working

in our fieLd.

AcceLerations and stresses due to impact forces may Limit the

performance of high speed ships more seriousLy even than power

considerations. PossibLy the use of active stabiLizers wiLL

reduce acceLerations due to heave and pitch. However, their

feasibiLity has not yet been proved and, in addition, hereby

one may run into serious troubLes caused by hydrodynamic im-

pacts. It has been aLready estabLished that the irreguLarity of the

the actuaL seaway pLays an important part in this kind of research

which compLicates the whoLe probLem tremendousLy.

Some remarks on the computation of extraneous forces causing

stresses of ships may be appropriate. Starting from the weight

and buoyancy distribution in caLm water one obtains shearing

forces and bending moments. SimiLarLy, resuLts are then ob-

tained assuming static conditions in a seaway. This coarse

approach proposed aLready by EuLer represents the standard

method on which the determination scantLings is based; it has



fuLfiLLed its putpose rather successfuLLy. A more satis-
.

factory soLution requires the consideration of dynamic and

and hydrodynamic effects - inertia forces and the actuaL

pressure distribution of the ship. Because of Lack of

theoreticaL knowLedge fuLLscaLe measurements have been

made; the best known ate those on the San Francisco and

the Ocean VuLcan. OnLy recentLy promisinf attempts have been

made to appLy to the soLution of the probLem invoLved.

As mentioned before beside seaway forces which vary

comparativeLy sLowLy with the period of encounter of waves

other forces of an impact character may arise. ALthough appro-

priate hydrodynamic concepts for deaLing with them have been

proposed aLready by Cauchy; it took a Long time tiLL actuaL

use has been made of these means. I am indebted to Dr. Fuchs

for information on pertinent work in the field of civiL

engineering which lags, however, behind investigations in

the sea pLane branch on which our present ideas are based.

An important group of these effects are summarized under

the notation "sLamming" where sLamming roughLy means the

impact of the ship bottom or othera approximat~ty horizon-

taL parts of the huLL on the free water surface. The theo-

reticaL treatment can be borrowed as far as the principaL

features are concerned from seapLane theory, the effect can

be expLained by abrupt changes in added mass va Lues as shown

in a truLy cLassicaL paper by H. Wagner which represented the

backbone of aLL Later research in this fieLd.

The appLication of Wagners theory t~ probLems of navaL

architecture is not new. BeC8use of confusing statement

made in literature ~w started new investigations at the

TMB 1951 the resuLts of which can be found in current

reports of this Institut by Dr. SzebeheLy and coLLaborators.

As usuaL the probLem in navaL architectu'e turns out to be

more compLicated. than in the seapLane fieLd and much re7
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mains to be done in determining quantitive resuLts. This

appLies especiaL.Ly to the study of impact infLuence upon shea

shearing forces and bending forces experienced by the ship

as a girder. FuLL scaLe experiments (San Francisco and Ocean

VuLcan) indicate that these girder stresses due to sLammnng d

do not exceed about 305'''of the measured "normß.L" saggings str

stresses. These va Lues may be of course incidentaL; rather

crude resuLts derived by Lewis from modeL experiments point

at a somewhat higher maximum vaLue.

We are indebted to Dr. Akita for a thorougg modeL investi-

gation on stresses experienced by a ship in a seaway incLu-

ding those due to sLamming. The Latter stresses foLLowing

his research may reach in the worst case almost the tripLe

amount of the sagging stress caLcuLated by the standard

methode If this resuLt were appLicabLe to normaL oceangoing

ship forms it were truLy aLarming. However, the occur~Bnee

of extremeLy high LsLamming stresses ~an be expLained by

the form of the modeL, used by Dr, Akita; a high fuLLness

c =0.83 waLLside sections, a very hard turn of biLge andp
especiaLLy a compLeteLy fLat bottom. It uan therefore be

concLuded that in actuLL ship forms the sLamming stress wiLL

be much more moderate. We are Looking forward in the near

future for resuLts derived from finer ship modeLs by Dr. Akita

himseLf and the TMB.

It is weLL known that sLamming has caused rather serious

LocaL damages ~n the forebody of fuLL fLat bottomed ships.

To come cLoser to actuaL cond~tions the theory shouLd consider

eLastic deformations as has aLready been done in the case of

seapLanes. It seems possibLe, however, that in the case of

good ships the eLasticity of normaL bottom constructions does

not produce much changes in the impact force as compared with

a compLeteLy rigid construction.

Becamse of certain restrictions imposed on the modeL it m

may be premature to make far reaching concLusions from Dr.

Akita's present investigation on the speed dependency of sLam-

ming effects; this statement has been kindLy endorsed by Dr.

Akita hirnself.

I wish to emphasize that simiLar to the verticaL impact

dangerous horizontaL f6rces may arise when a ship is heading

('

r
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I wish to emphasize that similar to the vertical impact dangerous

horizontal forces may arise when a ship is heading with high speed into

large steep waves. - Let me mention a story'; during the war we designed

a hydrofoil boat which on trial in a seaway was tested so severely that

it occasionally was burried by waves. The bottom of the huLL had been

designed folLowing Wagners theory and did not suffer; however, almost

at deck Level where the waterLines were rather bLunt heavy buckling of

the sidepLates occurred.

FinaLLy we should speak about the seaworthiness of the cLass of hydro-

dynamic vesseLs. The faiLure of gLiding craft in a seaway is almost

obviousLy expLained by the permanent occurrence of hydrodynamic shocks

(slamming of bad kind on every wave). In the same way the superiority

(with respect to seaworthiness) of hydrofoiL vesseLs over displacements

ships for comparabLe size can be proved provided the air gap between

the water surface and the bottom of the huLL and the form of the Latter

are such that no heavy impact arise.

VIBRATIONS

In the precedent chapter on seaworthiness the artificiaL character of

the separation between hydrodynamics and theory of structure already

has appeared especialLy when we deaLt with sLamming. The theory of ship

vibrations is essentiallyon the other side of our fence i. e. in the

field of eLasticity. We mention vibrations, however, here because of

three contributions by hydrodynamics on which vibration theory has to

reLy; added masses, fLuid damping,and hydrodynamic exiting forces.

There exist in this field two trends;

(1) The oLd cLassicaL approach tries to predict as accurateLy as

po~siblelthe natural vibration frequencies of the hulL,
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especially those which refer to the ship as a single girder.

By properly tuning (e.g. choosing an appropriate number of

revolutions) the possibLe series of excit~ng forces, syn-

chronism can be avoided. Only recently the problem of forced

motions is more consistently approached,

.(4)
many modern researchers consider the determination of

natural frequencies for higher models as superfluous for va-

rious reasons; difficuLty of reaching the necessary accuracy

of resuLts, presence of a .Large number of natural frequencies

etc. fhey suggest therefore to eli~inate the sources of ex-

citations as completeLy as possible, may these be due to the

engine action or to hydrodynamic effects. A ~rominent promoter

of this attitude is Dr. F. Lewis from MIT to whom we are in-

debted for valuabLe investiga~ions in the field of ship vi-

brations.

In the '~r~s~rit speakers opiriion one

without neglecting (1). In treating

one has to distinguish two matters:

shou ld push this idea «

2)
v ,

natural forced vibrations and

(1) Feeding into the differential or integral
equations the proper physicaL contents.

.(2) Obtaining the formal solutions of the above
mentioned equations.

Again in both respects much remains to be done. One could

filL more than one lecture by this topic alone. However, I

have the impression that it is time to finish my rather su-

perficial exposition.
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